Oxygen isotopic variations across the outer margins and Wark-Lovering (WL) rims of a diverse suite of six coarse-grained Types A and B refractory inclusions from both oxidized and reduced CV3 chondrites suggest that CAIs originated from a 16 O-rich protosolar gas reservoir and were later exposed to both relatively 17,18 O-rich and 16 O-rich reservoirs. The O-isotope profiles of CAIs can be explained by changes in the composition of gas near the protoSun or the migration of CAIs through a heterogeneous nebula. Variability within the inclusion interiors appears to have been set prior to WL rim growth. Modeling the isotopic zoning profiles as diffusion gradients between inclusion interiors and edges establishes a range of permissible time-temperature combinations for their exposure in the nebula. At mean temperatures of 1400 K, models that match the isotope gradients in the inclusions yield timescales ranging from 5 Â 10 3 to 3 Â 10 5 years. Assuming CAIs originated with a relatively 16 O-rich (protosolar) isotopic composition, differences among the melilite interiors and the isotopic gradients in their margins imply the existence of a number of isotopically distinct reservoirs. Evidence at the edges of some CAIs for subsequent isotopic exchange may relate to the beginning of rim formation. In the WL rim layers surrounding the interiors, spinel is relatively 16 O-rich but subtly distinct among different CAIs. Melilite is often relatively 16 O-poor, but rare relatively 16 O-rich grains also exist. Pyroxene generally exhibits intermediate O-isotope compositions and isotopic zoning. Olivine in both WL and accretionary rims, when present, is isotopically heterogeneous. The extreme isotopic heterogeneity among and within individual WL rim layers and in particular, the observed trends of outward 16 O-enrichments, suggest that rims surrounding CAIs contained in CV3 chondrites, like the inclusions themselves, formed from a number of isotopically distinct gas reservoirs. Collectively, these results support numerical protoplanetary disk models in which CAIs were transported between several distinct nebular reservoirs multiple times prior to accretion onto a parent body. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-ncnd/4.0/).
INTRODUCTION
Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) have refractory mineral assemblages consisting of phases predicted to condense from a hot nebula of solar composition (e.g., Grossman, 1972) . We now understand that the mineralogy of coarse-grained CAIs is the result of crystallization from melts and that their reset Al-Mg chronologies and decoupled stable isotope compositions of refractory and more volatile elements (Simon and DePaolo, 2010) likely reflect substantial processing of primordial condensates. Despite evidence for a complicated history, their old ages (Amelin et al., 2002; Bouvier and Wadhwa, 2010; Connelly et al., 2012) attest to the fact that they represent some of the most primitive solar system materials and likely provide our best window into the earliest conditions of the solar protoplanetary disk. After crystallization of their interiors, most inclusions were rimmed by a common mineral layering sequence, implying a fundamental change in their environment. Previous investigations have interpreted these Wark-Lovering (WL) rims (Wark and Lovering, 1977) as products of formation from nebular reservoirs with pressures , temperatures , and isotopic compositions Aleon et al., 2007; Yurimoto et al., 1998; Yoshitake et al., 2005; distinct from those indicated by the interiors. These environmental changes likely not only produced the mineralogical variability of WL rims (Dyl et al., 2011; Simon et al., 2005) , but could also have led to mineralogical (Keller and Buseck, 1991; Metzler et al., 1992) and isotopic (Fagan et al., 2004a; Simon and Young, 2011) changes within the refractory inclusions themselves.
Compared to the terrestrial planets, many CAIs exhibit an 16 O-rich composition (d 18 O % d 17 O 6 À40‰) that likely reflects the O-isotopic composition of protosolar gas in the nebula (McKeegan et al., 2011 ). Yet, it has been known for decades that individual CAIs have heterogeneous Oisotopic compositions, in some cases spanning the range between protosolar to planetary reservoirs (Clayton et al., 1977) . One can postulate that CAIs condensed, melted, crystallized, and were rimmed in the relatively 16 O-rich protosolar reservoir, and that any internal O-isotopic heterogeneity resulted from mineralogically controlled isotope exchange with a planetary reservoir (d 18 O $0‰) on the chondrite parent body, e.g., Wasson et al. (2001) . Alternatively, the O-isotopic heterogeneity in CAIs can be explained by formation from both relatively 16 O-rich and 16 O-poor reservoirs of nebular gas (Clayton et al., 1977; Yurimoto et al., 1998; Krot et al., 2002; Yoshitake et al., 2005; Aleon et al., 2007; . This might occur if igneous CAIs formed through admixing melanges of isotopically heterogeneous material and/or through transport, exposure, and exchange with distinct nebular reservoirs. As of yet the locations and identities of the reservoirs, the formation processes involved in recording the isotopic shifts, and the timing of isotopic exchange are not well-constrained.
In a prior study , secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements of the outer margin and WL rim of the Allende compact Type A CAI A37 revealed large O-isotope heterogeneity across the outermost $70 lm of the inclusion and showed >25‰ variations in D 17 O (departure from the terrestrial mass fractionation line;
18 O) within the $100 lm-thick WL rim. Those workers proposed that the variations reflected either transport of the inclusion between distinct nebular reservoirs inherited from the parental molecular cloud, or a time-varying oxygen isotopic composition of a region of the nebula, such as the relatively 16 O-poor gas predicted for the outer margins of the disk by photochemical selfshielding models (Lyons and Young, 2005) . Although some rims surrounding CAIs exhibit extreme O-isotopic heterogeneity, others are isotopically homogeneous (Matzel et al., 2013; Bodénan et al., 2014) . It is noteworthy that some rims consist of only a single pyroxene layer (e.g., Bodénan et al., 2014) , while others are far more complex, such as the WL rim surrounding Leoville CAI L6 (this study) that consists of at least 9 distinct mineral layers. In order to address this discrepancy, studies such as ours that involve inclusions with more complex rims and textural evidence spanning a range of formation processes are needed to evaluate solar protoplanetary disk evolution models, such as those of Cuzzi et al. (2003) , Boss (2004) , and Ciesla (2007) .
The nature of chondritic host rocks and the potentially disparate formation histories of their constituent components create challenges to interpretation of the O-isotopic records of individual CAIs. In particular, parent body alteration may produce O-isotope heterogeneity. To document O-isotopic heterogeneity to test models for the evolution of the protoplanetary disk, this work presents the results of coordinated high-spatial resolution oxygen and petrologic investigations of CAIs with a range of mineralogical compositions and alteration histories from the Allende, Efremovka, and Leoville CV3 chondrites.
METHODS

Oxygen isotopic zoning profiles by NanoSIMS
Oxygen isotope measurements were performed using the NanoSIMS 50 at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), following the method developed by , during $5 weeks of analysis over an $3-year period ( ) were collected in a Faraday cup and three separate electron multipliers, respectively. Each measurement comprises (3-6) Â 10 5 counts of 17 O À and (1.5-3.0) Â 10 6 counts of 18 O À collected during a 368-s analysis time. The data were corrected for detector dead time. Measured uncertainties reflect the standard deviation of isotope ratio data acquired over 300 rastered measurement cycles and follow a Poisson distribution. Uncertainties reported in Table 1 reflect a combination of counting statistics and either 2 standard errors (se), or 2 standard deviations (sd) of the average value of the measured mineral standards used for sample-standard bracketing (Appendices I and II). A mass resolving power of $7000 was used to resolve 17 using backscattered electron and X-ray images) allowed confirmation of the phases analyzed, which is critical for interpretation of analyses within the fine mineral layers of WL rims and near crystal boundaries in interiors of CAIs. A normal-incidence electron gun was utilized for charge compensation.
Oxygen isotopic zoning profiles were obtained by conducting NanoSIMS traverses across the rims and outer margins of CAIs. In most cases more than one traverse across a comparable region of a given CAI was measured. Within select traverses, analyses were made out of spatial sequence in order to separate potential analytical shifts from gradients in the samples themselves. Measurements were made on six CAIs and include analyses of primary melilite, spinel, fassaite and anorthite; secondary grossular, plagioclase, and sodalite in the CAI interiors; and olivine, Ti-pyroxene, aluminous pyroxene, spinel, anorthite, hibonite, perovskite and secondary nepheline and andradite in the WL rims. Each individual datum reflects a $2 Â 2 lm rastered spot analysis from a single mineral phase, as evaluated by the observed 
, represents the departure of the sample composition from the terrestrial mass fractionation (TMF) line that defines the terrestrial oxygen reservoir.
Instrumental mass fractionation (IMF) and experimental reproducibility were determined through replicate analyses of terrestrial spinel, anorthite, grossular, pyroxene, and forsterite standards. The standard analyses were interspersed with unknowns. Periodically an automated series of standard analyses (n % 10-15) were run overnight. The individual measurements that made up these standard series scattered about their average value, but did not exhibit significant systematic shifts attesting to the fact that on a dayto-day timeframe instrument IMF conditions were stable. Over the $3-year period of the study, however, IMF conditions did vary and data were corrected accordingly. The IMF corrections were handled in two different ways. In the first, mineral-specific corrections were applied to the unknown measurements based on the standards used for each session. In the second an average of the mineralspecific corrections was applied, based on the standards used for each session. The overall difference between the two approaches was negligible and only varied up to $1.5‰ (see columns #8 and #10, respectively in Table 1 and details in Appendix II). Systematic mass independent effects varied among the different mineral standards in each analytical session, but by no more than $2‰. The reproducibility in D
17
O among 521 terrestrial mineral standard analyses was 66‰ (2 sd), after IMF corrections were applied, and within a given session it was $4‰ (2 sd) as summarized in Appendix II. For internal consistency only the spinel, anorthite, and olivine standards were used in the reported error of the unknowns as these were measured in every session. The uncertainty of individual O as small as $1-2‰ (2 se) appears resolvable, whereas a more conservative evaluation of uncertainty consistent with the intersession reproducibility of standards is closer to ±4‰ (2 sd).
Avoiding oxygen isotopic measurements of mineral mixtures
Analysis of more than one, isotopically-distinct, mineral phase in a single rastered spot may lead to spurious Oisotope values. This problem is particularly acute for the analysis of mineral layers within WL-rims, where the thin individual mineral layers can be difficult to resolve. We evaluated each O-isotope analysis for the possibility that it might reflect a mixture of two or more minerals by both comparing pre-analysis and post-analysis SEM images and evaluating the corresponding 28 O À ratios were not calibrated, and only intra-mount and intra-analytical session comparisons were made.
X-ray mapping and mineral compositions by scanning electron microscope and microprobe
Mineral compositions, X-ray maps and backscattered electron images (BEI) were obtained at NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), The University of Chicago, and LLNL to study the petrography of the inclusions, guide Nano-SIMS traverses, and verify the mineralogy of analysis spots. High-resolution BEI and digital X-ray maps were obtained with a JEOL JSM-7600F SEM at JSC and with an FEI Inspect F field emission SEM at LLNL. At JSC, X-ray maps were obtained with a ThermoElectron SDD X-ray detector and ThermoElectron software using a 15 kV beam and 30 nA beam current. At LLNL, element maps were made with an EDAX Apollo 40 energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis system. At The University of Chicago, selected areas of the samples were documented with a JEOL JSM-5800LV SEM operated at 15 kV and 1 nA beam current. Electron microprobe traverses were conducted across the margins of select inclusions to document chemical zoning profiles in melilite. Wavelength-dispersive (WDS) analyses were obtained with a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe operated at 15 kV at The University of Chicago. The WDS data were reduced using the modified ZAF correction procedure PAP (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984) . For Efremovka sample Ef-1, melilite compositions were obtained using the SX-100 electron microprobe at JSC. The JSC electron probe was operated at 15 kV with a 20 nA beam current, and also used PAP data reduction.
Modeling oxygen isotopic exchange in CAIs
Assuming that the gradients defined by O-isotopic profiles in the interiors of CAIs were established by incomplete exchange between a primordial, or other initial, isotopic composition characteristic of the CAI interior and an external isotopic reservoir, oxygen diffusion models were used to assess the timescale for establishing the observed profiles. For non-steady state diffusion in spherical coordinates, Eq. 6.18 of Crank (1975) ,
was used to determine (C-C i,cond )/(C 0 -C i,cond ) as a function of r, the distance from the edge of the inclusion of radius a; and t, time; where C i,cond is an initially uniform concentration of a particular oxygen isotope in the condensed phase, assumed to be melilite, either crystalline or its molten equivalent; C 0 is the surface concentration of the same isotope, assumed to be constant; C is the concentration of that isotope at r and t; and D i is the temperature-dependent diffusivity of each isotope in the solid-state from Ryerson and McKeegan (1994) and in Type A and B melts using the viscosity-based parameterization of Liang et al. (1996) , respectively. Computed profiles for each isotope were combined to obtain profiles for D 17 O. C i,cond was inferred from D 17 O analyses of either interior spinel or uniform melilite. Various isotopic compositions were used for C 0 : either D 17 O of the innermost WL rim layer; the Allende matrix composition for testing parent body exchange scenarios; or an assumed planetarylike oxygen isotopic composition of an ambient solar nebular gas. For nebular exchange models, the sum of the partial pressures of all oxygen-containing gas species, $10 À6 bar, obtained from solar gas equilibrium condensation calculations at 1400 K and P tot = 10 À2 or 10 À3 bar (Fedkin and Grossman, 2006) , was used to obtain C 0 . For parent body scenarios, the abundance of oxygen at the inclusion surface reflects that of an Allende matrix composition (Clarke et al., 1970) . Diffusion times were calculated at 1400 K and 900 K for nebular and parent body exchange, respectively.
RESULTS
Petrography of refractory inclusions
The petrography of the CAIs included in this study has been described in detail elsewhere (Meeker et al., 1983; Simon et al., 1999 Simon et al., , 2001 Simon and Grossman, 2013) . The CAIs are igneous with a range of mineral assemblages: the compact Type A CAIs are dominated by blocky, coarse-grained melilite and fassaite enclosing euhedral spinel grains and anhedral perovskite grains; the Type B CAIs have more abundant fassaite than the Type A CAIs, with coarse-grained anorthite and melilite enclosing smaller spinel grains. Like most CAIs, those studied here likely experienced one or more reheating events that led to such processes as melting, solid-state recrystallization, and possibly reactions between primary phases and an external reservoir (e.g., MacPherson and Davis, 1993; Hsu et al., 2000; Simon and Young, 2011) . Varying abundances of secondary minerals are found in the inclusions, consistent with differences seen previously in CAIs from oxidized and reduced chondrites (Brearley and Jones, 1998, and references therein) . The suite of inclusions studied here represents a range in the degree of secondary alteration, from least to most: Ef-1/L6, A37, Egg-6, TS4, and ALH3. Images of the samples are shown in Figs. 2-7. 3.1.1. Compact Type A CAIs: Ef-1 (Efremovka), L6 (Leoville), ALH3 (Allende), and A37 (Allende)
Ef-1 (Efremovka), Fig. 2 , is a convoluted compact Type A CAI, $3 Â 3.5 mm, composed mainly of visually unaltered melilite and 20-70 lm-sized spinel grains, with interstitial, anhedral fassaite. The inclusion is surrounded by a simple $15-40 lm thick WL rim made up, from the interior outwards, of spinel and pyroxene ( Fig. 2A and B) . Melilite in Ef-1 is largely gehlenitic ( Ak 10±2 ), except at the outermost edge where it is slightly more magnesian ($ Ak 17 ), as shown in Fig. 8A . Representative melilite analyses are given in Table 2 . L6 (Leoville), Fig. 3 , is a visually unaltered compact Type A inclusion, originally $6-7 mm, with clusters of spinel grains (typically euhedral, $50 lm across) and fassaite (anhedral) enclosed in melilite. At the edge of L6, a nearly continuous, thick (up to 100 lm) WL rim layer consists of spinel intergrown with melilite. Outside the main spinel layer, there are additional occurrences of pyroxene ± melilite layers. Based on petrography and mineral chemistry, five generations of pyroxene (Fig. 3B-D) were identified outside of the innermost spinel layer. Representative electron probe analyses of each of these five generations are given in Table 3 . The innermost pyroxene layer (Ti-pyx-1) is Ti-rich and intergrown with the ''main" spinel layer. This pyroxene layer (610 lm thick) has a sharp contact with a zoned pyroxene layer (Ti-pyx-2) that becomes less Ti-rich outward and is in contact with a layer of varying thickness consisting of melilite and spinel. Two other Ti-rich pyroxene units (Ti-pyx-3; Ti-pyx-4) with distinct compositions occur . Finally, the entire inclusion and inner rims are surrounded by a uniform layer of diopside ($15 lm, Al-pyx-5, Fig. 3C ), that in some places is in direct contact with the Ti-bearing pyroxene of an inner layer but more commonly overlies the irregular, granular mixed melilite-spinel layer.
In L6 melilite is found in several rim layers that range in grain size and, in places, are locally bifurcated by discontinuous spinel layers (Fig. 3B) . The åkermanite content in the innermost layer (Mel-1) decreases radially outward from $ Ak 15 to $ Ak 5. The åkermanite content in the next layer (Mel-2) increases radially outward from $ Ak 5 to $ Ak 13 (see Fig. 8B ). In places, the innermost melilite can be found in contact with the ''main" spinel layer rather than the inner Ti-rich zoned pyroxene layer (Ti-pyx-2). The third occurrence of rim melilite (Mel-3) is found in ''peninsulas" sitting on top of pyroxene layer Ti-pyx-3. It has a range of grain sizes that appear to correlate with spinel content, with the coarser melilite enclosing fewer spinel grains. Across the outer $200 lm of the inclusion, the åkermanite content of the melilite decreases radially outward, from Ak 30 to Ak 3 .
Based on electron microprobe analyses summarized in Table 3 , all of the WL rim pyroxene layers surrounding L6 exhibit lower Ti 3+ /Ti tot than those measured in the interior fassaite (0.71) similar to that reported elsewhere for other WL rims, e.g., Dyl et al. (2011) . In detail, Ti 3+ /Ti tot decreases from the innermost layer, Ti-pyx-1 (0.57), to Tipyx-2 (0.42, inner sublayer), to Ti-pyx-2 ($0, outer sublayer). Then there is a reversal toward slightly higher Ti 3+ /Ti tot in Ti-pyx-3 (0.29) and Ti-pyx-4 (0.46). Scarce titanium is measured in the outermost diopside layer (Table 3) . There is a range of Ti 3+ /Ti tot in each layer when individual analyses are considered, showing greater overlap between the layers. These pyroxene layers provide an opportunity for the first coordinated report of O-isotopes and oxidation state. A37 (Allende), Fig. 4 , is a subspherical, compact Type A inclusion, $4x7 mm, composed primarily of melilite ( Ak 5-36 ), 20-70 lm-sized spinel grains and rare fassaite mainly occurring between the melilite grains and references therein). The melilite near the outer margin of the inclusion is zoned in composition from Mg-rich toward the interior to Al-rich toward the edge (Fig. 8C) . The surrounding WL rim is $50 to 100 lm thick and made up of a typical layered mineral sequence, from the interior outward, of hibonite ± melilite, spinel (enclosing perovskite), melilite/nepheline, Ti-bearing pyroxene, Al-rich pyroxene and an outermost layer of olivine (Fig. 4B) . A small ($50 lm diameter), spinel-rich, perovskite-bearing ''micro-CAI" is located within the WL rim layers (Simon , 2011) . Melilite contained in the hibonite ± melilite rim layer is locally in contact with melilite of the host inclusion (Fig. 4C) . ALH3 (Allende), Fig. 5 , is a large, subspherical Type A inclusion, $6 mm, consisting of melilite, hibonite, and spinel (Simon et al., 2001 ). The range of melilite compositions is similar to that of other Type A inclusions ( Ak 1-29 ), but there is neither an inclusion-wide trend nor a dominant core-rim trend within individual crystals (Simon et al., 2001) . Surrounding the CAI is an $30-75 lm thick rim containing: (1) secondary anorthitic plagioclase; (2) spinel; (3) Ti-pyroxene; (4) nepheline (discontinuous layer); (5) Al-diopside; and (6) Fe-rich olivine, $Fa 50 , which may be accretionary (Fig. 5B) . The inclusion encloses a pocket of matrix, with a second, 'interior' WL rim sequence lining the pocket, varying from $50 to 100 lm in thickness and consisting of: (1) secondary anorthitic plagioclase (a discontinuous layer of varying thickness); (2) spinel (enclosing perovskite); (3) Ti-bearing pyroxene; (4) Al-diopside; and (5) andradite (Fig. 5C ). The primary difference between the sequences is the outermost layer, i.e., Fe-rich olivine versus andradite.
3.1.2. Type B CAIs: Egg-6 (Allende) and TS4 (Allende)
Egg-6 (Allende), Fig. 6 , is a subspherical Type B1 inclusion, $2 cm, with a core of fassaite, anorthite, spinel, and melilite surrounded by a well-developed melilite ( Ak 20-60 ) mantle zoned from Mg-rich toward the interior to Al-rich toward the edge. One quarter of the inclusion is composed of secondary minerals that are typical of those found in alteration veins in Allende CAIs (MacPherson et al., 1981; Meeker et al., 1983) , but this high degree of alteration was not seen in the section, $3 Â 6 mm, used for this study. The outer $20-40 lm of the sample consists of a simple WL rim of Fe-poor spinel that has a slight increase in FeO grading outward, which is surrounded by a layer of diopside ( Fig. 6B and D-F) . The spinel layer encloses a semi-continuous chain of isolated perovskite and Tibearing pyroxene grains (Fig. 6B, C, and F) . TS4 (Allende), Fig. 7 , is an irregularly-shaped Type B2 CAI, $5 Â 8 mm, composed mainly of melilite ( Ak 35-50 ), fassaite, anorthite, and 5-70 lm-sized spinel grains found throughout and in palisades. The interior is rich in fassaite and anorthite that typically poikilitically encloses high concentrations of spinel grains ( Fig. 7A and B) . TS4 is surrounded by an $15-60 lm thick WL rim composed, from the interior outward, of spinel, Ti-bearing pyroxene, Alrich pyroxene, and an outermost band of olivine ( Fig. 7B and C) . Outward from the WL rim is a finegrained olivine accretionary rim. The margin of the inclusion is locally melilite-rich, with grains that zone from Mg-rich toward the interior to Al-rich toward the edge of the inclusion (Fig. 8D) . Secondary minerals include patchy nepheline and sodalite at the edge of the CAI and andradite + wollastonite + hedenbergite in what appears to be a discrete pod or xenolith in the interior. Simon et al. (1991) , with normalization of analyses to one Ca and four total cations per six oxygen anions. BDL: Below detection limit of electron microprobe of 0.02 wt%.
NanoSIMS oxygen isotope measurements
Isotopic zoning profiles across the margins of inclusions
Oxygen isotopic results that have been corrected for mineral-specific IMF effects are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Both mineral-specific and average IMF corrected data are listed in Table 1 . Also shown in these figures are modeled diffusion profiles, discussed in later sections and summarized in Table 4 . In the following paragraphs, we describe the profiles as either ''normal", i.e. profiles that exhibit 16 O-enrichments that decrease with distance from the center of the inclusion, or ''reverse". The A37 and L6 profiles are the most distinctive examples of normal and reverse profiles, respectively. The two Type B CAIs, Egg-6 and TS4, are most consistent with normal zoning profiles, whereas Ef-1 and ALH3 are more consistent with reverse Table 4 . For consistency, all models shown reflect calculations for diffusive exchange of oxygen at 1400 K between interior solid melilite and a nebular gas reservoir, assumed to have P tot = 10 À3 bar. Blue band labeled ''protosolar gas" is the solar gas composition of McKeegan et al. (2011) . The red curve in (A) is representative of the mismatch of single-step models for A37. The black curves in (A) reflect the cumulative effects of two-steps of oxygen exchange, the first that reset melilite to an intermediate D 17 O value (step 1), implied by the relatively uniform value measured in the interior, before melilite at its margin exchanged further with a near-zero D
17
O planetary reservoir (step 2). In (B) single-step models (black curves) can be matched to the data, assuming the inclusion initially had a protosolar D , before melilite exchanged further as in (A) (step 2). For (D, E, and F), the reversely zoned CAIs, the model curves were calculated as above, except that the interior melilite values were used for the initial CAI value and the nebular gas reservoir was assumed to have the same D
O as the spinel in the WL rims (see Table 4 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) zoning profiles. The contact between melilite at the outer edge of an inclusion (i.e., the margin) and its WL rim is a feature common to all of the studied inclusions. Therefore, analysis points within the WL rim and the inclusion interior are plotted as a function of negative and positive distance from this contact, respectively, in Figs. 9 and 10. Unless stated otherwise, the uncertainties for all of the individual D 17 O values are $4‰ (2 se). In order to assess whether specific regions or rim layers have different oxygen isotopic compositions, the averages of multiple measurements within these materials are compared. In some instances only a few measurements define the average value. To account for the statistics of small numbers, 95% confidence intervals are determined by multiplying the standard errors (se) by a Student's t-adjustment (Mahon, 1996) . 3.2.1.1. A37. The D 17 O of melilite within the outer 100 lm of A37 increases monotonically outward from À17.5 ± 0.8‰ (n = 20), characteristic of the interior, to À2.2 ± 3.0‰ (n = 6) at the edge (Fig. 9A) Fig. 9 , plus diopside (black circles), accretionary olivine (red X's), secondary nepheline (gray circles in (A)) and andradite (gray square in (E)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Table 4 Summary of diffusion exchange models.
Inclusion
Size (cm) * Early stage (''
Step 1") Environments Later stage (''
Step 2") Environments within $300 lm of the edge averages À0.9 ± 1.0‰ (n = 13, Traverse 1, unrimmed squares) and À2.6 ± 0.8‰ (n = 7, Traverse 2, squares with black borders). These values near the edge are within error of each other but differ slightly from some melilite toward the core. Melilite beyond $300 lm from the inclusion edge exhibits a relatively constant D 17 O of À0.1 ± 2.3‰ (n = 4) along Traverse 1, but it is slightly more 16 O-rich as measured by the longer Traverse 2, exhibiting an average D 17 O value of À5.6 ± 0.6‰ (n = 8). Although the individual measurements are again mostly within error of each other, the apparent difference may reflect small differences in secondary mineralization along the two traverses, as a result of the fact that Traverse 1 crosscuts several more veins of secondary minerals than Traverse 2. The average D 17 O value of fassaite within the melilite mantle is À18.2 ± 2.6‰ (n = 4, three are >700 lm from the edge, off scale in Fig. 9B ) and that of spinel from the mantle and core is À24.7 ± 1.8‰ (n = 9). Primary anorthite exhibits D
17 O values of À5‰ and À12‰ (locations are off scale in Fig. 9B ), bracketing the slightly 16 O-enriched melilite compositions measured further toward the interior along Traverse 2. Veins and patches of secondary plagioclase replacing material between the WL rim and melilite at the edge of the interior along Traverse 1 have D 17 O values ranging from À1.3‰ to 2.4‰ (n = 3), similar to that of adjacent melilite.
3.2.1.3. TS4. Two traverses across the margin of the Type B2 inclusion TS4 (Fig. 9C) were accompanied by analyses of fassaite, spinel, and anorthite from further within the interior. Melilite within $500 lm of the edge has an average D 17 O value of À0.5 ± 0.7‰ (n = 16), whereas melilite further inward has D
17 O values that range from À4‰ to À5‰ (n = 3). Fassaite within the outermost $300 lm has an average D 17 O value of À22.1 ± 2.1‰ (n = 6), indistinguishable from that of fassaite further within the interior, with an average D 17 O value of À22.3 ± 1.3‰ (n = 6). Spinel within the interior has an average D 17 O value of À22.3 ± 1.5‰ (n = 9), indistinguishable from that of fassaite (Fig. 9C) . Interior anorthite analyses yield D
17 O values that range from À11‰ to À3‰ (n = 4), similar to, or possibly, slightly more 16 O-enriched than melilite compositions also measured >500 lm from the edge.
3.2.1.4. L6. Three NanoSIMS traverses were measured across the melilite margin of this compact Type A inclusion (Fig. 9D) . The most negative D 17 O values (À20‰, n = 2) occur at the outermost edge of Traverse 3, and intermediate values (between À15‰ and À10‰, n = 5) occur inward along Traverse 3 and within Traverse 1. The remaining measurements, starting $100 lm from the edge to P500 lm inward, including data from Traverses 1 and 2 that represent the bulk of the interior melilite, show no obvious zoning and exhibit an average D 17 O value of À6.9 ± 1.5‰ (n = 28). The O-isotopic zoning profile in this CAI and those observed in the remaining inclusions are different from those discussed above. Such trends of increasing 16 O enrichment outward are referred to as ''reverse" oxygen isotopic zoning in this work.
3.2.1.5. ALH3. A traverse across the outer margin of compact Type A inclusion ALH3 and interior melilite spots positioned at the ends of three additional traverses focused on its WL rim were measured (Fig. 9E) . Melilite at the inclusion edge and within the outermost 100 lm of this traverse (diamonds) has an average D 17 O of À7.7 ± 1.4‰ (n = 6), whereas melilite located >100 lm inward exhibits an average D 17 O value of À5.2 ± 1.5‰ (n = 7). When analyses of melilite near the WL rim/interior boundary from the other traverses are included, the average D 17 O within the first <100 lm drops slightly to a value of À8.3 ± 1.1‰ (n = 11), which appears distinct from the interior. The D 17 O values of secondary minerals in ALH3 are not shown in Fig. 9E , but are near zero, distinct from those of adjacent, primary melilite.
3.2.1.6. Ef-1. The traverse across the margin of Ef-1 also shows a reverse sense of O-isotopic zoning (Fig. 9F) 
Isotopic heterogeneity among Wark-Lovering rim layers
In all of the CAIs studied, the WL rims exhibit extreme O-isotopic heterogeneity (up to $25‰), whether the interiors are normal or reversely zoned. In most cases, the WL rims exhibit changes in D 17 O over small spatial scales, e.g., 610 lm. Results are illustrated in Fig. 10 . Data for multiple traverses are plotted together. In order to account for local differences in layer thickness between traverses, offsets to the absolute positions of some analyses have been made to eliminate the appearance of mineral mixing. To accurately show intra-layer zoning, however, no adjustments were made within individual traverses on a given mineral layer.
A37.
No new measurements were performed on the rim of this compact Type A inclusion; data shown in Fig. 10A are from . The WL rim is $50-100 lm thick and consists of a layered mineral sequence, from the interior outward, of hibonite ± melilite, spinel (enclosing perovskite), melilite/nepheline, pyroxene grading outward from Ti-bearing to Al-rich diopside, and an outermost layer of olivine (Fig. 4C) . The melilite at the edge of the inclusion has an average D
17
O value of À2.2 ± 3.0‰ (n = 6). Considerations of its distinct sodium abundance and texture (Fig. 4D) led to suggest that this melilite may represent the initial stage of rim formation. Hibonite yields a D 17 O value of À17‰ that is indistinguishable from that measured in neighboring perovskite enclosed within spinel. Spinel yields an average D 17 O value of À23.1 ± 1.4‰ (n = 15). The pyroxene layer exhibits reverse O-isotopic zoning, where the inner pyroxene has D 17 O up to À6‰ and the outer pyroxene has an average D 17 O value of À20.9 ± 1.8‰ (n = 7) (Fig. 10A) . The innermost portion of the pyroxene layer lies in direct contact with a $10-20 lm layer of melilite + nepheline (incorrectly identified as sodalite by (Fig. 6) . The FeO content of the spinel increases outward; innermost, magnesian spinel contains discontinuous lenses of Ti-rich pyroxene and isolated perovskite ( Fig. 6B and C) . A NanoSIMS traverse across the rim starts near the outer point of Traverse 2, within the interior, and continues across the rim (Fig. 10B ). Analyses were also made of aluminous diopside, spinel, and perovskite enclosed in the spinel layer. O-poor compared to both the outer part of the diopside layer and the Ti-rich pyroxene in the interior of the CAI.
3.2.2.3. TS4. This Type B2 inclusion has relatively 16 O-poor, isotopically homogeneous melilite in its interior and is surrounded by a $15-60 lm thick WL rim composed, from interior outward, of spinel, Ti-bearing pyroxene grading into aluminous pyroxene, and a thick, semi-continuous layer of olivine that underlays the accretionary olivine rim (Fig. 7B) . The discontinuous outer region of sodalite and patches of secondary plagioclase that occur just inside of, and are partially intermingled with, the spinel layer exhibit near-zero D
O. The interface between the $10 and 25 lm thick spinel layer and interior spinel can be difficult to define in this sample, but spinel at the interior's edge has a D 17 O value of À20‰, similar to spinel in the interior and less 16 O-rich than observed in some other CAI rims (e.g., Egg-6). Analysis of the $5 lm-thick, zoned pyroxene layer yields a D 17 O of À6‰ (Fig. 10C) . The P30 lm thick, outer olivine layer is heterogeneous in O-isotopic composition, exhibiting D
O values ranging from À20‰ to 0‰. Normal isotopic zoning is observed within the coherent olivine layer, as analyses within $25 lm of the pyroxene layer exhibit D
O values that range from À21‰ to À6‰ (n = 4), whereas the remaining measurements closer to the matrix range from À5‰ to 0‰ (n = 3), indistinguishable from a measurement in the accretionary rim that has a D 17 O value of 0‰.
3.2.2.4. L6. This minimally altered compact Type A inclusion is surrounded by a continuous and locally thick (up to 100 lm) layer of spinel intergrown with melilite, with reverse O-isotopic zoning at the edge of the melilite interior.
As shown in Fig. 10D , spinel grains have an average D 17 O value of À24.9 ± 1.2‰ (n = 8). In the innermost chemically zoned melilite layer(s) that includes Mel-1 and Mel-2 (Fig. 8B) , D 17 O is À4‰ (n = 3), but D 17 O in melilite in the outer spinel-melilite layer (Mel-3), varies from À5‰, like a majority of interior melilite, to À26‰. Diopside in Al-pyx-5, the outermost layer, has D
O values ranging from À14‰ to À22‰ (n = 4), and averages À18‰. Among the pyroxene layers, D
O increases inward from Al-pyx-5, to Ti-pyx-4, with an average of À17‰, to Ti-Pyx-3, with an average of À13‰, to Ti-pyx-1, at À10‰.
3.2.2.5. ALH3. This compact Type A inclusion has subtle, reverse O-isotopic zoning in the interior. The primary WL rim traverse reflects a continuation of Traverse 4, originating from the interior. Additional WL rim analyses come from a sub-parallel traverse (#3) $20 lm away and a pair of traverses (#1 and #2) across a WL rim sequence lining the bottom of an embayment, located at the edge of a matrix pocket within ALH3. Spinel yields an average D 17 O value of À22.0 ± 1.9‰ (n = 7) (Fig. 10E) , while pyroxene measurements are more variable, averaging À11.0 ± 5‰ (n = 7). There is evidence for reverse zoning across the pyroxene (Fig. 10E) , where D 3.2.2.6. Ef-1. This minimally altered compact Type A inclusion is surrounded by a simple, two-layer, spinel-pyroxene WL rim sequence, with a melilite interior exhibiting reverse O-isotopic zoning. Two analytical traverses transect the rim (Fig. 10F) . The spinel layer, $5-10 lm thick and interfingered with the margin of interior melilite, has an average D 17 O value of À21.4 ± 3.2‰ (n = 4), similar to that of interior spinel. The pyroxene layer is $10-15 lm thick and chemically zoned from Ti-rich to aluminous diopside. A single traverse across the pyroxene layer reveals reverse O-isotope zoning, from a D 17 O value of À11‰ near the 16 O-rich spinel layer and À20‰ near the contact with the fine-grained, olivine-dominated matrix, which has a D 17 O of À1.6 ± 5‰ (n = 4). No secondary mineralization was observed in the WL rim of this inclusion (Fig. 2) .
DISCUSSION
Characteristics of oxygen isotopic exchange in the interiors and rims of CAIs
A number of processes can be envisioned that can potentially explain the heterogeneous distribution of O-isotopic compositions in the interiors and WL rims of CAIs (e.g., Clayton et al., 1977; Ryerson and McKeegan, 1994; Yurimoto et al., 1998; Yoshitake et al., 2005; Aleon et al., 2007; Park et al., 2012 17 O values in melilite from the center of the CAI to the edge, which is seen only in some CAIs (e.g., Egg-6). A parent body scenario would also likely lead to less negative D 17 O values from the inside out within a given mineral layer and between similar phases from the inner to the outer rim, which was not observed in this study. For CAI interiors, the remaining possibility is exchange between solid CAIs of protosolar O-isotopic composition and several nebular gas reservoirs with distinct Oisotopic compositions. It should be noted that some interactions could have occurred between nebular gas and inclusions in which both had similar isotopic compositions. In this case the solid-gas interaction would leave little to no isotopic record. It is also possible that some WL rim growth involved a non-solar gas with a protosolar O-isotopic composition. For rim layers, the remaining possibility is growth of different layers from distinct nebular reservoirs, most dramatically indicated by reversals in the gradients of isotopic compositions observed in the present work.
Despite the wealth of O-isotopic measurements of CAIs, only a few studies have systematically addressed, at high spatial resolution, the radial distribution of O-isotopes in CAIs and their rims. In examples that do exist, including those reported herein, there are some general features that provide important diffusion model input parameters and allow us to make specific predictions for environment(s) from which CAIs formed and evolved. Illustrative model results shown in Table 4 include examples of complete oxygen exchange between protosolar and near planetary compositions for a variety of end-member cases (''Idealized CAIs") involving molten objects at 1773 K or 1973 K and 1 bar; solid objects with no defects at 1400 K and P tot = 10-À3 bar and 1500 K and P tot = 10 À2 bar; and solid objects with significant lattice dislocations, both large (2 cm) and smaller (0.5 cm) CAI sizes, at 1400 K and 1500 K, respectively. Table 4 also summarizes results that reflect the timescales for diffusive exchange to reproduce the isotopic compositions characteristic of the interiors and the external isotopic reservoirs implied by the ''Studied CAIs" for nebular and planetary scenarios. These models assume mean temperatures (pressures) of 1400 K (P tot = 10 À3 bar) and 900 K (1 bar), respectively. Representative diffusion models are compared to the isotopic zoning profiles in the interiors of the inclusions and shown in Fig. 9 . Although such models are non-unique, a comparison between the model curves and the measured profiles can be used to determine plausible temperature-dependent timescales of O-isotopic exchange in the CAIs, and ultimately used to constrain the possible environments where exchange occurred, i.e., nebular (Shu et al., 2001; Cuzzi et al., 2003; Boss et al., 2012) or on a planetary body (Wasson et al., 2001) .
Model curves were computed to reflect the exchange of Oisotopes in each CAI to investigate the possibility that the D 17 O profiles developed following crystallization, assuming each CAI subsequently exchanged oxygen with a reservoir of distinct O-isotope composition. It is possible that the progress of isotopic exchange due to reheating occurred in numerous short (hours to days) events within the solar nebula (e.g., Young et al., 2005) . None of these isothermal models reproduce actual heating events, but allow assessment of the plausibility of exchange by solid-state diffusion. Based on the broad trends and relative lack of localized O-isotopic heterogeneity observed across the melilite interiors of the studied inclusions, the models summarized in Table 4 are those that consider diffusion length scales at the inclusion scale rather than the individual mineral grain scale. To model the profiles observed in L6, Ef-1, and ALH3, the CAIs exhibiting relatively 16 O-poor interiors with melilite margins that are comparatively 16 O-rich (i.e., exhibit reverse zoning), starting conditions for a second step of isotopic exchange assumed an interior that was previously enriched in ''heavy" oxygen and uniformly 16 O-poor, À5‰, 0‰, and À3‰, respectively. More complicated models, where the distribution of O-isotopes within the interior is non-uniform, e.g., like in A37, would be necessary to fully understand the timescales and temperatures required to explain the reversely zoned profiles. Models that match the relatively 16 O-poor and nearly uniform melilite profiles of the Type B inclusions (Egg-6 and TS4) are shown in Fig. 9 although it is debatable whether a nebular process provides the best explanation for the O-isotopic compositions of their melilite.
The individual models for the inclusions do not take into account enhanced-diffusivity due to crystal lattice dislocations (Ryerson and McKeegan, 1994) , fast diffusion pathways along grain boundaries, or the presence of a fluid phase. Dislocations in minerals contained in CAIs are generated by exposure to ionizing radiation emitted from the protoSun, and their density increases with exposure time (Kwok et al., 1978) . For example, in an Allende CAI Barber et al. (1984) found dislocation densities <10 8 /cm 2 in spinel and pyroxene and $10 9 /cm 2 in melilite. Ryerson and McKeegan (1994) calculated that equilibration of oxygen isotopes in melilite at temperatures approaching the solidus ($1500 K) would happen within years, an order of magnitude faster than in dislocation-free grains (see ''Idealized CAIs" with ''defects" included in Table 4 ). On the other hand, Ryerson and McKeegan (1994) find that equilibration times exceed 10 6 years regardless of the dislocation density within melilite at temperatures relevant to chondrite parent bodies (e.g., <1000 K). It follows that significant isotopic zoning like that seen within the melilite interiors of A37 and L6 should be rare. Therefore these rare inclusions possibly indicate rapid accretion onto a parent body, as an inclusion with significant dislocations would likely be efficiently homogenized in the nebula, leading to the relatively homogeneous melilite interiors documented in other CAIs.
Effect of parent body alteration on oxygen isotopes of refractory inclusions
Inclusions in Allende, Efremovka, and Leoville contain evidence of secondary alteration. This alteration is largely due to hydrous fluids or gas, assisted by heating in asteroidal and nebular environments (Brearley, 1997; Hutcheon et al., 1998; Huss et al., 2006 , and references therein). The effect of water on intra-mineral (volume) diffusion is a subject of debate, but it likely enhances exchange rates at parent body temperatures, but apparently not significantly at nebular ones (>1000 K), e.g., Ingrin et al. (2001) and Ryerson and McKeegan (1994) . Noble gas data indicative of the abundance and survival of presolar grains (Huss et al., 2003) and Raman spectroscopic studies of organic material (Bonal et al., 2006) suggest that CV3 meteorites experienced moderate peak temperatures, $500-900 K, during parent body processing (Huss et al., 2006) . The timescale for producing these peak temperatures, e.g., 6800 K on the Allende parent body, primarily reflects parent body size and the initial abundance and subsequent decay of 26 Al (i.e., 26 Al/ 27 Al 0 = 3-5 Â 10 À6 ). Young (2001) and Kunihiro et al. (2004) estimate that it would take more than 2 Â 10 6 years to reach these peak temperatures and that they would not persist for more than 5 Â 10 5 years. Other potential sources of heat include magnetic induction and impacts (Rubin, 1995) , although neither induction nor collisional heating are likely to result in the relatively high temperatures required by the global thermal metamorphism of chondrite parent bodies (Keil et al., 1997) . The timescale of radiogenic heating is incompatible with the magnitude of O-isotope exchange inferred for the studied CAIs, as unrealistically long periods of time, $10 6 -10 8 years, would be required (Table 4 ; Yurimoto et al., 1989; Ryerson and McKeegan, 1994; Ingrin et al., 2001) .
If the O-isotopic profiles in the interiors of CAIs were established by incomplete exchange with a planetary isotopic reservoir, it is noteworthy that there are larger shifts within the melilite in Ef-1 and L6, both from reduced CV3 chondrites, than in A37, from an oxidized CV3 chondrite. Moreover, much of the melilite in the Type A CAI interiors appears to be ''lighter" than typical bulk O-isotopic compositions of inclusions from CV3 chondrites. Additionally, L6, ALH3 and EF-1 record O-isotopic gradients within their interiors that exhibit relative 16 O-enrichment trends toward their edges. Although sometimes subtle, this ''reverse" zoning is not consistent with late parent body exchange because the latter would produce ''normal" zoning. Collectively, these observations argue that the primary process(es) responsible for incorporating relatively 16 O-poor oxygen into the CAI interiors occurred in the nebula rather than the parent body. Finally, the O-isotopic heterogeneity within the rim layers surrounding the CAIs, and especially the presence of the relatively 16 O-rich, fine-grained (i.e., high surface area) melilite in the Wark-Lovering rim of L6 provides strong evidence that some coarse-grained melilite in the CAI interiors became relatively 16 O-poor prior to rim formation. Among the CAIs studied here, it is also noteworthy that the evidence for isotopic exchange is largely uncorrelated with the degree of secondary alteration discernible from petrographic study. This can be clearly seen by the fact that both A37, whose interior records only ''normal" isotopic exchange, and L6, with an interior that records ''reverse" zoning and which likely had a much more complex and evolved isotopic exchange history than A37, contain minimal amounts of secondary alteration products. It is therefore concluded that the visibly unaltered primary mineral assemblages within many CAIs experienced minimal O-isotopic exchange on their parent bodies.
Nebular isotopic exchange with CAI interiors
A37
The interior of this inclusion is ''normally" zoned, with D
17 O values in melilite increasing monotonically from À17.5 ± 0.8‰ (n = 20) in the interior to À2.2 ± 3.0‰ (n = 6) at the inclusion edge (Fig. 9A) . New spinel analyses in the present study from the interior of A37 are significantly more 16 O-rich (D 17 O $ À29‰) than both the new and previously reported interior melilite data . A similar oxygen diffusion model was employed in that work as in the present study but, since previously no interior spinel had been measured, concluded that a single-step, solid-state diffusion model could explain the O-isotopic profile of A37. The new spinel data (Fig. 9A) , however, have the usual protosolar D 17 O of $À29‰, indicating the likelihood that the entirety of the A37 interior formed initially with this D 17 O value. The red curve in Fig. 9A is representative of the mismatch of single-step models for A37. All such temperaturetime models that reproduce the relatively elevated $À18‰ value of the interior yield too shallow a curvature to be considered a good match to the data. More likely, A37 experienced an early oxygen exchange event that reset melilite to an intermediate D
17
O value (step 1), the relatively uniform value measured in the interior, before melilite at its margin exchanged further with a near-zero D 17 O planetary reservoir (step 2). The black curves in Fig. 9A represent a family of two-step diffusion models with temperature-time parameters of 1400 K and $2 Â 10 4 years in step 1 and 1400 K and $1.6 Â 10 4 years for step 2, which yield a good match to the measurements. Although elevation of the D 17 O value in interior melilite by $10‰ relative to the spinel could be due to exchange while the CAI was partially molten, exchange that led to the measured zoning profile can only be fit at subsolidus temperatures.
Egg-6 and TS4
Interior melilite in Type B CAIs Egg-6 and TS4 differs from that in the Type A CAIs of this study in having near-zero D
17 O values at their margins and nearly uniform and relatively high values, mostly between 0‰ and À5‰, throughout the rest of their interiors (Fig. 9B and C) . Assuming that all CAIs started with protosolar, 16 O-rich compositions, these values indicate nearly complete exchange with a relatively 16 O-poor reservoir in the solidstate. The melilite interiors of both Type B CAIs can be matched with single-step models (e.g., black curves in Fig. 9B) , but TS4 appears to require at least two-steps (Fig. 9C) as discussed below. A diffusion model for Egg-6 with temperature-time parameters of 1400 K and $2.8 Â 10 5 years yields a good match to the subtle gradient exhibited by melilite and anorthite measurements that comprise Traverse 2 (bold curve in Fig. 9B) . A similar model shown by the upper thin black curve run for 3.0 Â 10 5 model years passes through all of the Egg-6 melilite, including those in Traverse 1 that are suspected to reflect some contamination by secondary mineralization.
In Egg-6, fassaite has higher D 17 O, $À18‰, than spinel, $À25‰, while, in TS4, these phases have nearly equal D 17 O values of $À22‰, rather elevated compared to the protosolar value. Explaining the difference between fassaite and spinel in Egg-6, or the lack thereof in TS4, by a single subsolidus diffusion process or heating event is difficult. The difference in O-isotopic composition between spinel, fassaite and melilite in Egg-6 likely reflects differential subsolidus exchange with a relatively 16 O-poor reservoir, whereby fassaite exchanged more thoroughly than spinel, and melilite more extensively than fassaite, as suggested originally by Clayton et al. (1977) . This could have happened on the parent body or in the nebula. Despite abundant evidence for remelting in Type B CAIs it is unlikely that the preferential incorporation of ''heavy" oxygen in melilite occurred while the inclusion was partially molten because we know from experimental phase equilibria that the pyroxene would have crystallized after most of the melilite (Stolper, 1982) .
Because fassaite and spinel have distinct oxygen diffusivities, their similar but elevated D
17 O values suggest that TS4 exchanged thoroughly with a nebular gas reservoir with D 17 O % À20‰, intermediate between the protosolar and planetary values. This exchange could have happened while the inclusion was a melt (in hours to days) or in the solidstate (Table 4) . Model curves (Fig. 9C) Aleon et al. (2007) , and most of the melilite in the interior of A37. Both steps of exchange may have occurred prior to formation of the WL rim, whose innermost spinel is much more 16 O-rich (Fig. 10C) . Representative diffusion models with temperature-time parameters of 1400 K and $2 Â 10 4 years in step 1 and 1400 K and $3 Â 10 4 years for step 2 yield an acceptable match to the measurements (black curves in Fig. 9C ).
L6
The outer margin of this inclusion is ''reversely" zoned, with D
17 O values in melilite decreasing monotonically from a relatively uniform value of $À7‰ in the interior to $À20‰ at the margin (Fig. 9D) . For reversely zoned CAIs, the model curves were calculated in two steps as above, except that in the second step the interior melilite values were used for the initial CAI value and the nebular gas reservoir was assumed to have the same D
17
O as the spinel in the WL rims (see Table 4 ). Assuming that the L6 precursor grew originally from a relatively 16 O-rich protosolar gas, a majority of its melilite interior later exchanged with a reservoir having a relatively 16 O-poor composition (step 1). A diffusion model with temperature-time parameters of 1400 K and $3 Â 10 4 years approximates the D
O of its melilite interior (Table 4 ). In detail, the representative model listed in Table 4 is run long enough to produce an interior value that exceeds the uniform value of $À7‰ in the interior because the extent of subsequent exchange needed (in step 2 below) to produce the rather extreme 16 O-enrichment (À20‰) at the edge would drop the modeled À5‰ interior value back down to the measured value of the interior ($À7‰). Based on the match of the model diffusion profile to the O-isotopic composition of the melilite observed at the edge of the inclusion, L6 likely experienced a second exchange event (step 2) that exposed the relatively 16 Opoor interior to a relatively 16 O-rich nebular gas, a process that would have taken $2.6 Â 10 4 years at 1400 K (Table 4) . The L6 profile, and the isotopic composition of its interior and rim spinel (D 17 O $ À20‰ to À25‰) are very similar to those of E49 (Aleon et al., 2007) , and both inclusions may have had similar formation histories.
Ef-1 and ALH3
In contrast to the near-zero D 17 O values measured at the margins of A37 and the Type B CAIs, Ef-1 and ALH3 exhibit relative 16 O-enrichments at their melilite margins with average D
17 O values of À8 ± 1‰ (n = 11), and À5 ± 2‰ (n = 8), respectively ( Fig. 9E and F) . Although less extreme than the D 17 O $ À20‰ measured at the margin of L6, these reversals in O-isotopic zoning profiles also imply two exchange events. The interiors of both CAIs record an event that transformed their assumed protosolar starting compositions into relatively 16 O-poor compositions (step 1), followed by exposure to a more 16 O-rich nebular gas, producing the higher 16 O abundances at the CAI margins (step 2). Diffusion models with temperature-time parameters of 1400 K and 10 3 years and 1400 K and 1.9 Â 10 4 years, approximates the D 17 O of their respective melilite interiors (step 1's). Because the CAIs are rather large (originally P0.5 cm) even the slight 16 O-enrichements detected at the margins of Ef-1 and ALH3, require relatively long exposure times, 5 Â 10 3 and 1.9 Â 10 4 years, respectively (step 2's). The higher melting temperature of the gehlenitic melilite composition characteristic of ALH3 permits subsolidus model temperatures higher than 1400 K. In these relatively high temperature calculations modeled exchange in ALH3 could be up to $5 times faster.
In general, the modeled timescales for O-isotope exchange are comparable to those reported by Simon and Young (2011) , based on the Mg-isotope profiles in coarsegrained CAIs. Unlike spinel, in which oxygen diffuses much more slowly than magnesium, oxygen diffusivities in melilite are only slightly lower than magnesium diffusivities (LaTourrette and Hutcheon, 1999; Simon and Young, 2011, and references therein) . Based on this complementarity, it follows that a majority of the oxygen data reported herein and the magnesium data reported for similar inclusions (e.g., Fahey et al., 1987a; Simon et al., 2005; Simon and Young, 2011; Bullock et al., 2013 ) from CV3 chondrites imply early, open-system exchange, and resetting in the solid-state (Fahey et al., 1987b; Simon and Young, 2011; Simon et al., 2005; Young et al., 2005) , which could reflect a common early solar system reprocessing event and/or environment.
Nebular scenarios implied by the oxygen isotopic records of Wark-Lovering rim layers
As first suggested by Wasserburg et al. (1977) and confirmed by Cosarinsky et al. (2005) and Simon et al. (2005) , at least some WL rims formed within 10 5 years of CAI crystallization. Three mechanisms are frequently invoked to explain part or all of their formation: (1) ''flash heating", whereby inner layers formed by melting and/or evaporation during intense heating (Boynton and Wark, 1985; Wark and Boynton, 2001) ; (2) ''subsolidus deposition", whereby outer layers formed sequentially by condensation during cooling and/or vapor deposition due to an increased gas pressure or changing composition (Wark and Lovering, 1977; Fahey et al., 1987b; Simon et al., 2005) ; and (3) growth due to ''chemical potential gradients", where the common mineral layer sequence of spinel ± hibonite?melilite?pyroxene?olivine was produced simultaneously by metasomatic reaction with nebular gas (Wark and Lovering, 1977; MacPherson et al., 1981; Ruzicka, 1997) or from elements in the gas phase alone . The O-isotope variability in WL rims, discussed next, demonstrates that growth occurred from distinct gas reservoirs, that gas chemistry contributing to mineral growth and potentially leading to higher more planetary f O 2 , can be decoupled from gas isotopic compositions, and that, similar to the interiors, the initial O-isotope composition of some rim layers may have been later modified by exposure to distinct gas reservoirs.
Several important observations can be made from the present work: (1) pyroxene found in WL rims tends to exhibit reverse O-isotopic zoning. That is, when multiple analyses were made, either within a single layer or among the multiple pyroxene layers surrounding L6 and Egg-6 (Fig. 10 ) the outermost spots (i.e., those located closer to the matrix) tend to be relatively 16 O-rich. This observation is difficult to explain by simple mixing between oxygen originally contained in the inclusion and any near-zero D 17 O oxygen reservoir; (2) For two CAIs (A37, L6), O-isotopic compositions at the edges of their melilite interiors and the innermost layer of the WL rims are similar-possibly implying a genetic relationship. In an analogous way, the melilite interiors of the other two Type A CAIs (ALH3, Ef-1), which exhibit more subtle O-isotopic gradients, may record a signature of edgeward 16 O-enrichement related to WL rim formation. In contrast, the O-isotopic compositions of melilite observed in the two Type B CAIs (Egg-6, TS4) contain little to no evidence of a relationship with their WL rims, the exception being that in Egg-6, the pervoskite and pyroxene enclosed in spinel in the rim have compositions similar to melilite at the edge of the interior; (3) spinel found in WL rims typically has compositions that are slightly less 16 O-rich compared to the protosolar gas composition (Fig. 10) , but with measurable differences among the various CAIs not readily attributable to secondary alteration. Differences among WL rim spinel compositions could have been derived from initially protosolar spinel that was cogenetic with CAI interiors (Wark and Lovering, 1982) and incrementally exchanged when the next layer, e.g., relatively
16 O-poor melilite and/ or pyroxene, was deposited; or they may reflect early rim deposition from gas reservoirs with distinct O-isotopic compositions; and (4) O-isotopic differences between adjacent zones require that some mineral layers formed sequentially, rather than contemporaneously as hypothesized by some models in which large chemical potential gradients drove their formation (e.g., Ruzicka, 1997) . The measured isotopic heterogeneity over short length scales is inconsistent with the standard metasomatic mechanism, which would have likely resulted in a continuous isotopic gradient because such a model implies that the more refractory elements were scavenged from the interior and diffusively exchanged with material that was added at the surface. It is still possible that the WL rim layers grew under a chemical potential gradient (as, for example, suggested by Simon et al., 2005) , but in such a scenario they condensed directly from the gas and formed from several gas reservoirs with isotopically distinct compositions.
The interface between WL rims and CAI interiors
In most CAIs, spinel defines the boundary between the outer edge of the interior and the innermost rim layer. It is unclear whether all of the spinel at the edge of an inclusion is part of the rim or not; some probably formed in the interior, as, for example, suggested by Wark and Lovering (1982) . An exception to the rule is the existence of the innermost melilite and hibonite layer, ''below" the spinel layer, in the WL rim surrounding A37 (see Fig. 4C and D and supplemental material of . In this case, new melt at the inclusion edge might have lost Mg, and new, more gehlenitic melilite, precipitated on the underlying melilite interior, producing the observed sequence of melilite-on-melilite. This melt could be cogenetic with the spinel-perovskite layer, but its distinct, relatively high Na content, and relatively 16 O-poor isotopic composition, makes this scenario unlikely. Based on comparison of trends in the O-isotopic zoning profiles and the compositions of the WL spinel layers (or melilite layer in the case of A37), rim formation may have affected the O-isotopic composition of the edges of the interiors of the studied Type A CAIs. In contrast, in both Type B inclusions studied here, there is no obvious connection between relatively 16 O-rich spinel in the rims and 16 O-poor melilite in their interiors. Nonetheless, with the possible exception of spinel in the WL rim surrounding Egg-6, the variability of the spinel data in both the most pristine (Ef-1 and L6) and most altered (TS4 and ALH3) inclusions provides evidence that the O-isotopic compositions of most WL rim spinel has little to nothing to do with secondary mineralization, rather, it likely grew and incorporated oxygen from different, possibly evolving nebular gas reservoirs.
Pyroxene layers
All WL rims contain a pyroxene layer. Most pyroxene appears to have formed in chemical disequilibrium with respect to the interior phases, implying later growth through metasomatic solid-gas reaction and/or condensation from a non-solar gas (Wark and Lovering, 1977; Ruzicka, 1997; Simon et al., 2005; Han and Brearley, 2012) . The reverse O-isotopic zoning seen in the WL rim pyroxene layers surrounding Ef-1, A37, Egg-6, and ALH3 appears to be more common than normal zoning. The replicate sequences of pyroxene (and melilite) layers in L6, as well as the distinct O-isotopic compositions of the pyroxene, imply that, at least in this case, they likely formed sequentially rather than simultaneously.
At face value, the presence or lack of Ti 3+ in the pyroxene layers can signify the state of oxidation during their growth. Redox conditions can be estimated by the equilibrium reactions of Simon et al. (2005) , which relate the measured activities of pyroxene components, and estimated temperature and P SiO /P Mg in a coexisting nebular gas. Higher Ti 3+ /Ti tot due to the more reducing conditions expected during formation in a primitive nebular environment might be expected to correlate with greater 16 O abundance. In the case of the pyroxene layers surrounding L6, however, the innermost layer (Ti-pyx-1 
Melilite layers
This phase is absent from some WL rims. Where present, it is typically between the spinel and pyroxene rim layers and is often intergrown with plagioclase ± nepheline, which are likely products of alteration of the melilite. Exceptions include melilite at the interface with the interior of Allende A37, and the complicated WL rim surrounding L6 that contains three distinct occurrences of melilite. Often melilite in rims is relatively 16 O-poor, e.g., Ito et al. (2010) and . This is the case for the inner sublayers ''Mel-1, Mel-2" in the rim of L6 (D 17 O = À4‰). The fact that this melilite exhibits zoning in chemical composition (see Fig. 8B ) but is homogeneous in O-isotopic composition indicates that there were more cycles of deposition than are recorded by isotopic differences.
In L6, the inner rim O-isotopic homogeneity contrasts sharply with the outermost occurrence of melilite (Mel-3), which exhibits O-isotopic heterogeneity, with D
17 O values ranging from À26‰ to À5‰ (Fig. 10D) . A single spinel analysis within the outermost melilite yields D 17 O = À25‰. The granular, relatively fine-grained texture of the outer melilite could indicate a period of accretion of individual melilite and spinel grains whose isotopic heterogeneity could have predated deposition, rather than formation in situ. Although the significance of this extreme variability is unclear, it is difficult to envision a scenario in which the fine-grained (i.e., high surface area) melilite in the outer layer retained its O-isotopic heterogeneity if the uniform, relatively 16 O-poor isotopic composition of the inner melilite layer(s) resulted from exchange of initially 16 O-rich melilite with a relatively 16 O-poor reservoir after formation of the outer melilite layer.
Olivine layers
At the outermost edges of WL rims, there are generally two types of olivine layers that can be distinguished texturally. Porous layers consisting of many individual crystals that tend to fill topographic depressions (clearly seen on TS4, Fig. 7A ), are thought to be accretionary (MacPherson et al., 1985) , and are not considered part of the WL rim in the present work. The outer melilite layer in L6 also has a porous, polycrystalline nature but is considered part of the WL rim because it is found inside massive, WL rim layers of pyroxene. The other type of olivine occurs as thin but coherent, wall-like layers containing little pore space, and are interpreted here as WL rims that may have been vapor deposited Keller et al., 2013) . The heterogeneous O-isotopic compositions in the olivine rim layers of TS4 and ALH3 and in the accretionary rims of A37 suggest that both types of olivine had complex histories involving formation from relatively 16 Orich and 16 O-poor gases . It is possible that the olivine in the WL rim, and its isotopic heterogeneity, reflects in situ condensation of olivine from a relatively 16 O-poor gas that is ''peppered" with a previous generation of relatively 16 O-rich grains just prior to and/or as the earliest stage of accretionary rim formation. Elevated levels of FeO in both olivine types may be due to subsequent diffusive Fe-Mg exchange, and could have occurred without significant modification of the original O-isotopic composition of the olivine (Fagan et al., 2004b; Cosarinsky et al., 2008) .
4.5. Mass-independent oxygen reservoirs in the early solar system D 17 O variability in the early solar system has been generally attributed to photodissociation of CO by selfshielding in the optically thin surface of the protosolar disk (Clayton, 2002; Lyons and Young, 2005; Sakamoto et al., 2007) . This may have resulted in formation of relatively 17, 18 O-rich water that spread heterogeneously throughout the disk where its oxygen was incorporated into silicates. Young (2007) suggested that this process occurs on a timescale of $10 5 years. Alternatively, heterogeneous enrichment of 17, 18 O may have existed very early in the history of the solar nebula originating from the parental molecular cloud (Yurimoto and Kuramoto, 2004; Dominguez, 2010) .
In addition to the protosolar oxygen isotopic composition, D 17 O $ À25‰ to À30‰, and the planetary values, D 17 O $ 0‰ to À5‰, that are frequently encountered in CAI materials, another common composition in this study is D 17 O $ À17‰ to 23‰. This intermediate composition is found in the fassaite and spinel in TS4, a majority of the melilite in the A37 interior, and spinel in the WL rim of Ef-1 in the present work, as well as in the CAI rim studied by Aleon et al. (2007) . While the common occurrence of this value may be the fortuitous result of exchange between inclusions with a protosolar composition and an 16 O-depleted reservoir, it is also possible that there was a distinct reservoir of intermediate oxygen isotopic composition sufficiently widespread and long-lived to have left its imprint on all of these materials, analogous to that proposed for chondrules by Chaussidon et al. (2008) .
Implications for protoplanetary disk environments and evolution
The extreme O-isotopic heterogeneity recorded by CAIs and their WL rims is consistent with exposure to nebular gases with different O-isotopic compositions. CAIs that formed in the inner solar system may have initially had relatively 16 O-rich ''protosolar" compositions. Thermodynamic calculations show that, as the protoplanetary disk cooled, the refractory phases characteristic of CAIs would not have survived had they continued to equilibrated with the gas down to low temperatures (Grossman et al., 2002 (Grossman et al., , 2008 . Analyses of refractory cometary samples show that the solar nebula experienced a phase of large-scale outward transport of refractory grains (Brownlee et al., 2006) and that these grains are relatively 16 O-rich, similar to the D 17 O $ À20 ± 3‰ compositions of ''normal" bulk CAIs Krot et al., 2010; Bullock et al., 2012) and a possible ''intermediate" oxygen isotopic reservoir envisioned herein. Likewise, there are a number of ways refractory inclusions could have been removed from the inner solar nebula. One way is by large-scale transport and mixing processes associated with a marginally gravitationally unstable disk, a likely cause of FU Orionis events in young low-mass stars, e.g., Boss et al. (2012) . Protostellar jets and disk winds, commonly associated with star formation, have also been suggested (Shu et al., 1996) . These hot winds may have played a role in heating and redistributing material out to distances of several AU (Salmeron and Ireland, 2012) . Alternatively, CAIs may have formed near (<1 AU) the protoSun and been subsequently transported outward (>10 AU) due to the viscous evolution of the disk and turbulence effects within it (Cuzzi et al., 2003; Ciesla, 2007) . After transport processes such as these brought CAIs into the outer solar system, they could have encountered relatively 17, 18 O-rich environments such as may have been created, for example, by concentration of relatively 17, 18 Orich water near the snow line (Young, 2007) .
The various CAI transport mechanisms discussed here are associated with astrophysical processes having characteristic timescales and heating times that are quite different from one another. Accordingly, O-isotopic profiles established by exchange during these different events should record different diffusion times. For example, the rapid FU outbursts occur very early, within <10 years of the beginning of the solar system (Boss et al., 2012) and heating times in disk winds are relatively short, 630 years (Shu et al., 2001) . Outward transport of CAIs from the inner to the outer nebular disk by diffusive processes takes much longer, 10 3 -10 4 years (Cuzzi et al., 2003) , and appears better matched to the timescales required to reproduce the O-isotopic profiles observed in Type A CAI interiors. The absolute time period may have been longer than the time required for diffusive exchange since diffusion calculations in this study only represent the integrated time at elevated temperatures and not necessarily the total time over which CAIs migrated within the protoplanetary disk (Fig. 9 , Table 4 ). Likewise, the diffusive exchange could reflect hundreds or thousands of short heating events and/or maybe related to WL rim formation (e.g., Young et al., 2005) , expected for particle transport by disk winds or within the shock fronts of density waves within the disk. It is also possible that radial excursions of CAIs across the inner edge of the disk gas produced both the mineralogical layering and O-isotopic variation of WL rims, due to the confluence of relatively 16 O-poor disk and 16 O-rich gas reservoirs (Park et al., 2012) and non-solar gas reservoirs that developed because of infall of outer disk material onto the protoSun through radial evaporation fronts (e.g., the snow line). Further work coordinating O-isotope profiles with high precision Al-Mg chronology and measurements of more refractory stable isotopes (e.g., Mg and perhaps Ca) and Rare Earth Element abundance patterns, could help distinguish the roles of condensation, diffusive growth, and accumulation of preexisting dust grains as they relate to the astrophysical environments of WL rim formation and the alteration of CAI interiors in the nebula.
4.7. A general history of and summary of features of coarse-grained CAIs based on their oxygen isotope compositions
The studied inclusions imply the following formation history:
(1) Spinel data from A37 attest to the fact that some, and possibly all, CAIs initially formed from the protosolar oxygen isotopic composition (D 17 O $ À28‰, McKeegan et al., 2011) . (2) The uniform intermediate composition (D 17 O $ À17-23‰) of the interior melilite of A37 and spinel and fassaite in the interior of Type B CAI TS4 implies that some CAIs were exposed to a nebular gas of intermediate oxygen isotopic composition for up to 2 Â 10 4 years, assuming oxygen exchange occurred at temperatures of 1400 K. This might reflect the reservoir that is typically considered ''normal" for CAIs. (3) The relatively 16 O-poor melilite interiors of all studied Type A CAIs indicate many CAIs were exposed to an 16 O-poor reservoir for as long as 5 Â 10 3 to 3 Â 10 4 -years, assuming temperatures of 1400 K. In total, a period of nearly 3.6 Â 10 4 years is needed for the two exchange steps indicated by the oxygen record of A37, assuming temperatures of 1400 K. Two steps of exchange are also indicated by the Type B CAI TS4 data and could require a similar timescale, but it would be significantly shorter if equilibration with the intermediate reservoir in the first step occurred while the inclusion was still partially molten. (4) The 16 O-poor interior of Type B CAI Egg-6 either reflects protracted exchange on the chondrite parent body or exchange with a planetary-like nebular gas in the solid-state, similar to that inferred for the Type A CAIs. If exchange occurred in the nebula, it would have required $3 Â 10 5 years at 1400 K. Alternatively, if the isotopic compositions of the melilite in the interiors of the studied Type B CAIs reflect parent body processes, then much longer timescales (>10 6 years) are required even considering hydrothermal oxygen diffusion rates. The source of the required protracted heating remains elusive in either case, cf. Rubin (1995) . (5) The strong gradients in A37 and L6 toward planetary-like and relatively 16 O-rich compositions, respectively, likely occurred in a second step of nebular solid-state exchange (in #3). The protosolar environments documented by observations #1-5 may all predate rim formation, similar to the inclusions described in Yoshitake et al. (2005) and Aleon et al. (2007) . A37 appears to record modification of the outermost melilite edge by a heating event (e.g., Wark and Boynton, 2001 ) that involved a relatively 16 O-poor, planetary-like reservoir, described as the earliest rim-forming event by . (6) Preservation of the strong gradients in A37 and L6 suggest circumstances where diffusive isotopic equilibration was limited and may indicate that these inclusions were rimmed relatively early and/or that they were rapidly accreted onto a parent body reducing the formation of dislocations from subsequent ionizing radiation. (7) The relatively 16 O-eniched melilite margins of all studied Type A CAIs (except A37) indicate exposure to a relatively 16 O-rich nebular gas. It is possible that the strong gradients in A37 and L6, and the more subtle ones in Ef-1 and ALH3, actually reflect the effect of rim-forming processes. (8) The spinel ± hibonite layer surrounding all studied CAIs reflects formation from a relatively 16 O-rich gas. Some spinel at the base of WL-rims may predate rim formation (Wark and Lovering, 1982) . It remains unclear whether the spinel ± hibonite layer involves partial melting of the interior (Wark and Boynton, 2001) or whether it originates from the gas phase alone. (9) Pyroxene layers outside the spinel ± hibonite layer can be heterogeneous in D 17 O, from relatively 16 Orich to planetary-like, and they often record outward (''reverse") zoning toward more 16 O-rich compositions. This heterogeneity and sense of zoning is inconsistent with metasomatic growth in the nebula or on a parent body. It is likely that typical portions of WL rims condensed from several gas reservoirs with isotopically distinct compositions. (10) The heterogeneous O-isotopic compositions in the olivine rim layers and in accretionary rims suggest that both types of olivine grew from relatively 16 Orich and 16 O-poor gases . (11) Finally, replacement of primary minerals by secondary minerals may have occurred in the nebula, e.g., Hutcheon and Newton (1981) , and certainly occurred on the parent body. Distinguishing between these two end-member environments for given occurrences requires coordinated petrologic and isotopic studies.
CONCLUSIONS
The evolution of coarse-grained CAIs included opensystem diffusive exchange with multiple, relatively 16 Opoor and 16 O-rich nebular gases, followed by Wark-Lovering rim formation, also from relatively 16 O-poor and 16 Orich nebular gases, through condensation and possibly by the accumulation of preexisting nebular solids. The ''normal" and ''reverse" isotopic zoning profiles observed across the margins of refractory inclusions require that many CAIs contained in CV3 chondrites experienced at least a two-step nebular exchange history. Larger shifts toward planetary-like O-isotope compositions in the melilite contained in Ef-1 and L6, both from reduced and more pristine chondrites, than in A37, an oxidized CV3 chondrite, indicate that oxygen exchange is decoupled from the formation of secondary alteration products. The D 17 O record observed in WL rims is complicated, often exhibiting evidence of ''reverse" O-isotopic zoning, and shifting from rather homogenous to extremely heterogeneous over short distances within and among mineral layering. Considered together with their changing mineral chemistry and textures, their D
17 O values suggest that the rims grew under disequilibrium conditions in a dynamic, rather hot nebular environment. The complex WL rim on L6, composed of five distinct pyroxene layers and probably three distinct melilite zones with varying O-isotopic composition, demonstrates that some of the mineral layers formed sequentially, in discrete growth events. All of these observations support numerical disk models in which CAIs were transported between distinct nebular reservoirs multiple times over $10 3 -10 5 years prior to accretion onto a parent body. The relatively common occurrence of CAI phases with D 17 O % À20‰ may indicate the existence of an early and persistent, intermediate reservoir in which some inclusions re-equilibrated before, and in some cases after, initial WL rim growth.
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